PROJECT ERASMUS PLUS K A1– 2015/2017
(code KA1- 2015-1-IT02-KA101-014668)

“Smart School: methodological innovation in the name of internationalization”
Experience in Turkey

- Report by head teacher Prof. Salvatore Marzo –
Background information.
The project Erasmus plus K A1 – 2015/2017 with the title: “Smart School: methodological
innovation in the name of internationalization”, after having contributed to the updating and
training of 18 teachers from the Liceo “Aristosseno” at the best European schools of Tours
(France), Nagold (Germany), Granada (Spain), La Roche sur Yon (France), Dublin (Ireland),
offered –in its last stage- the possibility of carrying out “job shadowing” in Turkey.
Therefore this Eramus Project completes an important period of intense cultural exchanges for
the Liceo “Aristosseno” between Turkey and Italy which started in school year 2010-2011.

The delegation from the Liceo “Aristosseno” and the Province of Taranto on a visit to the Turkish Embassy c/o the
Vatican

In particular, the last stage of the Erasmus Project involved a visit by a delegation of staff from
the “Aristosseno” -from 4 to 15 January 2017- first to the “Garip Zeycan Yildirim Fen Lisesi” of
Samsun, an important city on the Black Sea and later to the Italian High School and the High
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School of Galatasaray of Istanbul, not forgetting other significant meetings with Organisations and
Institutions on Turkish territory.
Therefore, only a few days after the terrible and vile New Year’s attack on Istanbul, the
delegation from the Liceo “Aristosseno”, (which included Prof.ssa Ida Russo and Prof.ssa Severine
Mafrica), with a little legitimate apprehension, left for Turkey to complete the last destination
planned in the Erasmus plus KA1 Project.
For 12 days, the delegation from the biggest High School on the Ionian was involved in
observing and getting to know (in order to pass the information on) the didactics, organisation and
management of schools and education in Turkey, from the Bosphorus to the Black Sea, trying to
pick up and examine “on the spot” salient aspects of its culture. For this important study and
exchange activity, the delegation used the precious and irreplaceable collaboration of Prof.ssa
Nalan Kiziltan, Dean of the Faculty of Languages at the “Ondokuz Mayis” University of Samsun.
The Erasmus Project aimed at enriching, through its direct experience, the shared moments of
history, education, customs, habits and traditions of Italy and Turkey, allied by a “Mediterranean
soul” which is still not known well.
A “Mediterranean soul” which deserves-instead- to be placed at the centre of attention of the
people of these two countries in order to bring peace, cooperation and well-being to Our Sea and to
the whole of the EuroMediterranean. The Erasmus Plus Project is an important occasion for this.
The following few pages are not intended to be just a simple report required by administrative
procedure from participants at the end of the Erasmus Plus activities.
Instead, they are intended to be a brief diary of a human and professional experience which
brings together cognition and emotion in every “job shadowing” activity carried out, in the widest
sense of the term.
A brief diary to be used also in socialisation activities concerning the experience and in
dissemination which will be more effective by re-living the narrated experience. A useful and
functional way to activate authentic levels of knowledge useful to obtain more effective and
articulate skills.

Photo of Taranto harbour (bay of ellipses) taken by the astronaut Samantha Cristoforetti on 29 January 2015
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East Mediterranean Basin: the cradle of civilisation

The Turkish Coast on the Black Sea: the return trip from İstanbul to Samsun by the Aristosseno Erasmus Plus
delegation

LEAVING PREPARATIONS: the “institutional” suitcase
The “Aristosseno” delegation was ready to board the Turkish Airlines plane leaving Bari
airport directly for Istanbul, in order to continue onto Samsun.
The departure for Istanbul, a little more than 48 hours after the famous attack on the Beşiktaş
area-needless to say- made us a little anxious. However, the awareness of being the protagonists of
a great educational opportunity which Europe enabled us to have (and which we did not want “fear”
to take away from us) urged us on to “carry out the task”.
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For the occasion, the Bari office for Turkish Airlines allowed us to freely transport a large
suitcase in the hold, containing “institutional” gifts (the shield of our high school, pennants and
pins, books and publications) and, above all, food and wine products from out territory which were
indispensable for the organization of a planned dinner at the “Garip Zeycan” high school of Samsun
to share with a representation of students and teachers from the kind host school.
WEDNESDAY 04/01/2017: the carpet of sparkling lights of Istanbul
A nine seater shuttle bus picked us up late morning: although the delegation was only made up
of three people and the driver, the suitcases occupied a large area, above all the big “institutional”
one.
Cloudy and rainy weather accompanied us to Bari airport. After completing the usual check-in
procedures, we went through a convenient enclosed mobile tunnel which took us directly from our
gate in the terminal to the door of the plane. The flight was convenient and comfortable: it took us
across the heart of our Mediterranean and from my seat next to the window I enjoyed, when the
breaks in the clouds allowed me to, the view of the Apulian, Albanian and Greek coasts, all
accompanied –above the clouds- by the meal offered on board by Turkish Airlines. It was already
evening when a carpet of sparkling lights showed that we were about to land in the capital of three
empires: Istanbul.

Sunset over the Mediterranean: from Bari to Istambul

The darkness exalted the blaze of the countless lights of the large City of the Mediterranean. During
the landing, I pleasantly savoured the feeling of diving into history and being almost embraced by
the gleams of what was the capital city of the Eastern Roman Empire, then the Byzantine Empire
and finally the Ottoman Empire.
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The carpet of sparkling lights of Istanbul

Having landed in one of the biggest airports in the world, we looked for the internal flight boarding
gate for our destination the city of Samsun, where we were going to spend most of our planned stay
for the Erasmus Plus project. The search for the gate was not easy among the large corridors and
numerous moving walkways where hundreds of people from all over the world go around. It was
incredible to see the number of different nationalities that you could meet in the airport of Istanbul:
it was as if the whole of humanity was represented in that place. We asked for information and
helped by the signs we entered the right corridor to arrive at the boarding gate for Samsun. Here
there were fewer travellers and that slight tension, aroused by the memory of the terrorist attacks
that had recently hit the great capitals of Istanbul, Belin and Paris, finally disappeared. Luckily we
had a suitable interval time between the two flights, otherwise we would have risked missing the
flight. While waiting we adjusted our watches, moving the hands two hours ahead. Onboard the
plane, we had a second Turkish meal and soon after we landed in Samsun, a Turkish metropolitan
city with a population of over half a million, made up of four municiple districts, with the largest
port on the Black Sea and classified as being one of the protagonist cities of the Turkish economic
boom, the so-called "Anatolian Tigers ".
When we got off the plane it was nearly midnight. Waiting for us was our Turkish friend, Prof.ssa
Nalan Kiziltan accompanied by staff representatives from the “Garip Zeycan” high school, “our”
host school: Derya, the deputy head and tutor of Ida and Severine, Mehmet, English teacher and
Kenan from the secretarial office. We greeted each other in a happy and festive atmosphere, as if
we were all old friends. We travelled from the airport in two cars in order to reach, after a long
distance, the hotel that we had booked. Our friends accompanied us to our hotel rooms: here we
found a personal welcoming letter from the Director of the hotel with fresh fruit and a small but
significant present from Nalan: a ceramic picture of the steamship “Bandirma”.
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The large corridors of Istanbul

An object full of significance in recent Turkish history: the founder of the Turkish Republic, Kemal
Atatürk, boarded the ship from Istanbul to land in Samsun, where –accompanied by a group of
faithful military friends- lead the war for national independence. We were flattered by such a richly
symbolic and courteous welcome. Tiredness did not stop me thinking, almost spontaneously, about
the Mediterranean and the traditional hospitality which has always characterized the customs and
habits of its people. The Turkish welcome was certainly part of this ancient tradition of sincere and
cordial hospitality which was indisputably common to all of us.
THURSDAY 05/01/2017: the Scientific High School “Garip Zeycan” of Samsun
Early in the morning, we left the hotel to go to the school where we had planned to do our activity
of “job shadowing”: the Scientific High School “Garip Zeycan” of Samsun. We were very
courteously welcomed in the large courtyard of the school by a group of Turkish colleagues, lead by
the Deputy Head Prof.ssa Derya Oktay (English teacher and tutor of the two Italian teachers), who
lead us to the entrance of the school. On the way we met a group of students who were doing
physical education in the open-air gym, and who interrupted their activity to smile and greet us with
their teacher. Entering the door of the school, the portraits of Garip-Zeycan were hanging on the
right hand wall. They were a couple of Turkish businessmen (husband and wife) who at their death,
-as testified by the thankful words of the community written under the portraits- had donated their
possessions –and their name- in order to build the important High School of Samsun. Opposite, on
the right hand wall, there was a big photo of Kemal Atatürk, the founder of the Turkish Republic,
with a large picture carrying his words about the importance of education for the growth and
development of young people and of the Turkish Nation (all of which was translated into English
and Italian by the Turkish colleagues).
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The Scientific High School “Garip Zeycan” of Samsun: the students welcome the delegation from the “Aristosseno”

Walking down the corridor leading to the Head Teacher’s office, we were struck by various
photographs of students hanging on the wall in large frames obviously for recognition and/or as a
reward. Our host colleagues explained that the gallery was dedicated to students who had obtained
diplomas at the school and had obtained high marks in the admission tests for University Faculties
(exams called “OSS”), according to the requirements established by the rules of the Turkish Higher
Council of Education, known as YÖK. We were accommodated in the Head Teacher’s office, where
we were welcomed by the High School’s Chief of Administration and his second in charge. The
Head Teacher was not present because he was involved in an important convention in the nearby
“Ondokuz Mayis” University, where we were going to join him in the early afternoon. Before
continuing with our activity we immediately learnt about an obligatory rule of Turkish welcoming:
the offer of tea, often accompanied by some Turkish cakes, to be given to the guests and shared by
all present. It was a nice moment of conversation which enabled us to deepen our knowledge of
some of the Turkish and Italian habits. Next we were taken around the school in order to meet the
staff and see the facilities. It is one of the few state schools which is able to educate a consistent
number of students who are admitted to university courses. The High School, as well as having
chemistry, science and computer laboratories, also had a canteen with kitchen and sleeping
accomodation to cater for a certain number of students coming from other areas of the province.
The lesson timetable extended into the afternoon 5 days a week. At the end of the morning (13:00
local time), we said goodbye to our Turkish colleagues and luckily, accompanied by the ever
present Prof.ssa Kiziltan, we went to join the Head Teacher of the High School at the “Ondokuz
Mayis” University. In the big hall, we participated in the work of the convention –in Turkish- on the
subject of the teaching of medical-scientific subjects in careers courses and university study in the
presence of the Turkish Ministry of Education’s delegate of university education. This explained the
large number of authorities present and many participating students, whose composure and ability
to frequently ask to intervene in the debate impressed us. Prof.ssa Kiziltan was a precious
interpreter. In the crowded convention, which carried on until late afternoon, we did not meet my
colleague the Head Teacher, but we met the next day. At the end of the work, we were invited by
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Prof.ssa Kiziltan to visit the Language Centre of the “Ondokuz Mays” University, a University with
nearly 50.000 students situated in a gigantic campus, equipped with a public hospital,
accommodation, banks and libraries.

The snowy entrance to the “Ondokuz Mayis” University of Samsun

We quickly returned to our hotel in order to go to a beautiful cultural event: a concert of traditional
Turkish music in the theatre of Samsun. On this occasion we learnt how to listen to ney live (a type
of flute also used in dervish dance), the oud (a type of mandolin), the kanun, (an instrument which
is like a table guitar), the saz (a lute with a very long handle) and the kemençe (which is like a cross
between a violin and cello). Instruments which produce rhythmic music, full of vocals, involving
the public with hand clapping and choral repetition of phrases and choruses. My impression was of
being in front of a music characterised by an evident cosmopolitan contamination: popular music,
originated from multiethnic empires which succeeded each other in the course of history, nourished
by sounds and melodies coming from ethnicities not just Turkish, but also Greek, Armenian,
Syrian, Curd, Jewish, a music which reflected the secular crossroads between the East and the West.
One of the musicians who we went to congratulate at the end of the show, talking about the subject,
told me that Atatürk (whose name means “father of the Turks”) had more than 10,000 popular
songs collected and classified: a confirmation of the great variety of cultural musical expression of
traditional Turkish music.
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FRIDAY 06/01/2017: the Mosque
We went to the “Garip Zeycan” with a small trolley full of didactic material which we needed for
the morning’s work: tablet, computer, note books, information about our High School and some
institutional presents. We were received in the Head Teacher’s office by the staff (Derya, Mehmet
and Kenan) whom we had already met: the deputy head introduced the Head Teacher (Okul
Müdürü), Prof. Tekin Karabulut to us. With a large smile, he invited us to sit down and promptly
ordered tea and cakes, according to Turkish tradition. Although the Turkish Head Teacher had only
taken his position at the beginning of the year, he knew everything about Erasmus and he was
pleased to offer me support as tutor of the project. Both the Head Teacher and the staff showed
great interest in the opportunity of sharing reciprocal knowledge about our schools and territories.
They told us that Italy is one of the countries that particularly attracts Turkish attention and that
they are interested in creating social-cultural exchanges. In the meantime, the deputy head gave us
paper and multimedia material on the functioning and activities of the Turkish High School. A more
detailed tour compared to the one carried out the day before was organised because we had more
time available.

The Large (Ulu) Mosque of Samsun

In this way, we were able to watch some lessons and didactic activities, both in the laboratories and
in the classrooms: the methodology of a frontal lesson was nearly always complemented by more
active lessons, using multimedia resources. For example, the classical periodic tables of chemical
elements which were hung on the walls were alternated by the projection of individual and group
work about the topic on a multimedia board. We were struck by the composure of the students and
their level of attention. The Turkish colleagues told us that the students were aware that they were
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privileged to be attending a state school which is able to compete with the best private schools in as
far as school results are concerned. Amongst the students, there were some girls who wore the hijab
(ħiˈʒæb), a veil which, knotted under the chin, covers the hair and kneck, leaving the oval face free.
“It’s their free choice –is what our kind tutors tell us- that some female students make on their own:
for example, in the same family there can be mothers that wear the hijab and daughters that don’t
wear it or viceversa”. We were invited to eat lunch in the school canteen, where students and
teachers sat at the same tables eating the same food. It was a nice atmosphere in which, in spite of
having different roles and functions, it was possible for them to informally share a moment and
place. The voice of a muezzin in the distance called for prayer. Mehemet told us that he and some
colleagues were going to leave us for a moment to participate in the Friday afternoon prayers (AlAsr). I asked them if I could accompany them to watch them pray. After a moment of surprise, with
the encouragement of Prof.ssa Kiziltan who reminded them of the cultural reasons for my request,
the colleague Mehmet was happy to take me in his car by which we reached the place of prayer. We
were the last ones to enter: the other faithful had already completed the ritual ablutions. After
having removed our shoes, Mehmet invited me to sit next to him. The melismatic voice of the Imam
lead the prayer (ṣalāt),while the faithful followed with precision and syncronised set movements
(rak’a), The good Mehmet invited me to accompany him in prayer, by following his rak’a: in an
upright position, pushing up, prostrate, seated and twisting my kneck. I managed it quite well,
trying to syncronise myself as much as possible with the movements of the other believers. For me
it was also a way to thank S.E. Kenan Gürsoy, who a few years previously, when he was the
Turkish ambassador at the Vatican, was invited to Taranto, to our city, by the Priest of Maria SS.
Del Monte Carmelo Church to take part in the Holy Week Rites. When we left the Mosque, Memhet
–with great joy- thanked me a lot: for him it had been a great privilege to be accompanied in prayer
by a Catholic believer.

The Atatürk Cultural Centre in Samsun (Samsun Atatürk Kültür Merzeki)

It highlighted the importance of being united by one God, which made him feel near to me like a
brother, as if there were no longer any language and culture barriers.
When we returned to the High School, Mehmet told – his and my colleagues – with great detail and
enthusiasm about the experience that had united us in the Mosque, as an experience which
demonstrates the fact that all men, even if they have different beliefs, can really be brothers. In this
moment of euphoria, the teachers and the students asked us to show them the website of our High
School: using Italian, English and Turkish at the same time, the occasion transformed into an
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interesting meeting-debate with information and a comparison between the way Turkish and Italian
High Schools work, without forgetting habits, customs and traditions. At the end of the work, near
to the evening, we all went to the courtyard, where there was the lowering of the flag with the
singing of the Turkish National Anthem, before the students and teachers returned home for the
weekend. We returned to the hotel for a quick break. Soon we had to be out again: we had been
invited by a cultural organisation connected with the “Ondokuz Mayis” University to a charity
concert at the Samsun Atatürk Kültür Merzeki, the most important lyrical theatre of the city. I was
struck by the fact that the musical quartet, together with traditional Turkish music, played the song
“My way” ( which was made famous by F. Sinatra) in a masterly way, with an arrangement that
used the typical warbles of traditional Turkish music. It was a beautiful and creative musical mix
between the west and the middle-east with a very interesting result, which deserves to be repeated.
Saturday 07/01/2017: the places of Atatürk
The closure of the “Garip Zeycan” High School for the weekend, enabled us to accept the invitation
of a private school in Samsun, the “Doga Koleje”, to participate in their “English Festival”. The
school had students from nursery, elementary and lower junior high school (practically the same as
our comprehensive institutes) with the payment of a significant monthly fee by the families. The
building was very new, perfect according to regulations and it had laboratories, fully equiped indoor
and outdoor gyms, playroom, library, rest room for the little ones, canteen, inside and outside play
area, gardens and didactic vegetable gardens, with a little farm of small animals in which
experience activities can be carried out with children. It is not by chance that the name of the school
is “Doga Koleje”, translated into Italian it means “Natural College”. We were taken to the theatre of
the school, where the families actively participated in the performance in English of their children,
all well guided by their language teachers. At the end of the show, I was invited to get on the stage,
-in the name of our delegation- where I had the opportunity to summarise the aims of our Erasmus
Plus KA1 project which is able to collocate the Italian state school –and its projecting- in a wide
international scenario, which includes Turkey, where operating to promote and intensify training
and social-cultural exchanges, enables enrichment and the road to growth and development for our
younger generation.

Statue of Ataturk on horseback (Ataturk park) in Samsun

The Museum of the Bandirma steamer in Samsun

After photos and greetings, accompanied by the unmissable tea, we said goodbye, and in the same
way that we were fetched, we were kindly accompanied in their car back to the hotel. In the
afternoon, it was a must for us to visit “the places of Atatürk”. We started with the visit to the Doğu
Park, the open air Museum along the coastal road where you can find the Bandirma (on a dry birth
on the shore), the famous steamer on which Kemal Atatürk and his companions reached Samsun
from Istanbul to begin -on 19 May 1919 – the war of independence (Kurtuluş Savaşı) to give back
home rule to Turkey (19 must have been a lucky number for the Turks) invaded and partially
occupied by the European powers which had won the First World War. As an anology, my thoughts
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went to Garibaldi: he also left in a steamer with his thousand men to unite Italy. Garibaldi, also
spent three years in Istanbul, from 1929 to 1931, the city which at the time welcomed Bonapart and
motion supporters from 1820-21 and 1830-31. The rievocative photos on display in the steamer –
which show Atatürk involved in military campaigns or next to rulers and heads of state, or in
moments of family life- strike us with the man’s great elegance, a probable sign of always being
present and ready for every situation. While we walked through the steamer-museum, among waxwork statues and other documents about those events, we had the impression of walking through
history at the beginning of 20th century, in an area stretching to the boarders of the middle-east,
territories which were an integral part of the events of the old continent and its results. Subsequently
we went towards the centre of Samsun, towards The Republic Square (Cumhuriyet Meydanı) to
visit the house-museum (Gazi Müzesi) of Atatürk, the small building that is hosting it for a short
period. The study, the bedroom, the conference room, the wax statues, the photos and different
personal effects on show in the various rooms confirm what I had perceived on the Bandirma
steamer: the intensity of a man’s life and his Nation immerged in the history of Europe and the
world’s great changes. The evening concluded with a visit to the Atatürk Park, not far from the
house-museum, where we could see a large statue immortalising him on a rampant horse on a
pedestal whilst drawing a sword: an image of the determination of the head of the new born Turkish
Republic (the work was made in 1931) defending the danger of being conquered and
dismembered.
Sunday 08/01/2017: art and sculpture in Samsun
Our delegation was picked up early in the morning by our colleagues from the “Garip Zeycan” high
school for an organised trip to Sinop, an ancient city of Greek origin which was the birth place of
the philospher Diogene. There it was possible to visit the temples and necropolis rich in ceramics
and important stones. We had breakfast at a well known place along the road eating food that we
Italians are not used to eating first thing in the morning: our friends, in fact, ordered tea and
“lahmacum”,also known as “Turkish pizza”, made from a thin layer of dough dressed with minced
meat and onion, with a squirt of lemon, parsley and spices. A good and tasy dish which deserved to

La bottega d’arte di Murat Dölek

Tramonto sul Mar Nero: le spiagge di Samsun

be eaten a few hours later. A sudden and heavy snowfall, unfortunately, prevented us from
proceeding to Sinop and we were obliged to return to Samsun. Before leaving us in the hotel, our
colleagues proposed going to a craft shop, where a young sculptor, Murat Dölek whi is well known
in the city, made srtistic sculptures in polychromed wood with a modern and creative technique.
The meeting was extremely interesting also because it enabled us to understand the trends and
interests of the new Turkish generations, pushed by a great desire to know and compare themselves
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with us Italians, and whose directness and intensity surprised us. Before saying goodbye, we
decided with our colleagues that if the schools were closed the next day (considering that it
continued to snow) we would meet up in the conference room of our hotel, where we would have
been able to continue our didactic work.
Monday 09/01/2017: the Fatih Plan in Turkey and the PSND(Digital School National Plan)
inItalia
In the morning we were welcomed by a nice sun, which however, was not sufficient to reopen the
schools: due to the abundant snow of the previous day, many roads still hadn’t been cleared, which
is why it was slow and difficult to go anywhere. This did not impede our Turkish colleagues from
arriving on time for our meeting. They also introduced us to two other teachers from another school,
their friends, who wanted to come and join in with the morning’s work. It was a pleasure for us.
After the ever present tea, we began our didactic work in a comfortable conference room supplied
with a computer and internet connection in our hotel. Many aspects of school organisation in our
schools were analysed : from the timetable to the syllabus ; from types of teaching/learning to
tests/evaluation; from the relationship with families to those with the territory. In this context, a
proposal was made to work together even in future Erasmus Plus KA2 projects, those projects of
strategic partnerships which –differently from the KA1projects – imply the exchange of good
practices not only for teachers, but also for students. We had the idea to continue with the didactic
work already started, consolidating and sharing paths of knowledge, ideas, practices, methods,
skills, results and dissemination, with the objective of further enriching the group work that we
were doing. It was particularly interesting to compare the Italian state school of didactic autonomy,
organised and administered, regulated by ministerial directions which are defined in the Three Year
Planned Educational Offer and the Turkish school, which is mostly private. In particular, in Turkey,
the high school is structured in three different types of institut: state high schools, private high
schools and the so-called “Imam-Hatip”, high schools for religious people, or real Koranic schools.
The middle to upper classes prefer to send their children to the private schools, considered to be
more suitable for creating the ruling classes. For this reason, the private schools are chosen for the
whole cycle of studies, from elementary school until high school, usually as a lyceum. The ItalianTurkish group of teachers, (who, also on this occasion, used the useful and precious assistance of
Prof.ssa Nalan Kiziltan, who was kindly freed from her teaching activity by the Rector of the
“Ondokuz Mayis” University, in order to support this exchange experience) was so interested and
motivated to make this comparative analysis of the functioning and educational activities of the
schools that they decided to stay working even in the afternoon. After the lunch break, which our
delegation offered at the hotel restaurant, work continued into the afternoon looking at the present
and future of the Turkish school, linked above all to the creation of the “Fatih Plan”, passed by the
Turkish government in 2012 with a large investment of financial resources. The “Fatih Plan”, is an
interesting plan of digital innovation to the whole Turkish educational system (broad band internet
connections, digital boards, the distribution of millions of tablets to all the students of elementary,
junior and senior high schools and their teachers), in progress in all of the nursery, elementary,
junior and senior high schools in the country. Turkey launched this project with the aim of filling in
the gap with more advanced international realities, in order to permit equal opportunities in
education to all school children – even in more remote areas of the country – and to improve
learning through the efficient use of IT. A Plan which, at least in general terms, resembles the
PSND– the Digital School National Plan – of the Italian school, with interesting comparisons which
it would be useful to examine regarding the time scale, places and ways it is applied and its results.
The late hour obliged the group to interupt its work, after having re-ordered the precious notes,
observations, thoughts and proposals, elaborated during the intense and productive day’s work,
while outside, the mounds of snow became bigger and bigger, pushed by shovels and snow ploughs
to the sides of the roads.
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Tuesday 10/01/2017: the Mayor of Atakum-Samsun and evening of Italian gastronomy
We were picked up early in the morning by our “guardian angel” Prof.ssa Kiziltan, in order to go to
the mayor of Atakum, Dr. Isak Taşҫi, the most important of the four municiple districts that make up
the metropolitan city of Samsun.

The Aristosseno delegation waiting to be received by the Mayor of Atakum-Samsun
We were received by the staff, who occupied the few minutes spent waiting by offering us the ever
present tea, accompanied by Turkish coffee. The Mayor, who was quite young, greeted us with a
smile and exchanged a few words in Turkish with Prof.ssa Kiziltan, who was very good at giving a
brief summary for the reasons of our visit to his office.
Dr. Isak Taşҫi after requesting us to sit down, asked us about the city we came from: while we gave
him an idea about the cultural and social-economic aspects, he turned his attention to the computer
on his desk and typed “Taranto” on the keyboard. He needed to have an idea above all of the
geographical location of the city. Then he went on to tell us about the progresses of Atakum of
Samsun, one of the “Anatolian Tiger” cities and leader of development in the country.
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The Aristosseno delegation received by the Mayor of Atakum-Samsun Dr. Isak Taşҫi

He began to proudly quote successful figures: the sea front had been re-done in just a few years and
the kilometres of beach –that crossed the city-and its walkway, lined by a cycle path, adjacent to a
reduced speed road to enable brief moves to the numerous places and commercial activities which
looked onto the sea front: a parallel four lane fast moving road connected these places to the city.
The whole thing was also supported by a light railway that also parallelled the previous forms of
communication. Without forgetting, the mayor reminded us, the attention given to the green areas
and the support given to state and private schools, We complemented the young administrator on
his planning skills and above all his ability to activate them. The courteous welcome became
decisively friendly when Prof.ssa Kiziltan informed him of my “job shadowing” and of my Friday
afternoon prayers in the Mosque. The mayor began to ask me questions about my impressions and
about how a catholic can cope with these situations and he asked me about the habits shared by
Italians and Turks, if they were similar to other mediterranean countries, even with reference to
food. The discussion went on to consider the opportunities we miss because of a reciprocal
superficial knowledge, often distorted by sterotypes. In this context, the mayor invited me to
forward him requests of collaboration, not only from schools, but also from our Council
Administration. Before parting we exchanged some “institutional” gifts, with the promise that we
would try, in the way each of us knows best, to build occasions for exchange. “Inshallah –he saidif God wishes”.
The later part of the morning was spent in a double meeting with two schools: the“Ibraim
Tamrvadgi” High School (of Social Sciences with French), where we did some “job shadowing”
during a lesson-meeting in French and at the “Ataturk Anatolian Lisesi” High School (of Human
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sciences), a High school which had already experienced exchanges with Italian schools: while
Prof.ssa Russo compared the history and philosophy syllabus with those of our High School, I took
advantage of the opportunity to ask my Head Teacher colleague more information about the “Fatih
Plan”, the digital innovation programme for Turkish schools. We dedicated the whole afternoon and
the evening to the “Garip Zeycan” High School: we completed the work we had planned also
through finding out and filling in further information and documentation. With the kind concession
of my tutor, Head Teacher Prof. Tekin Karabulut, we spent the rest of the time organising an Italian
food and wine tasting evening.

Gastronomic evening at the “Garip Zeycan” High School: kitchens and canteen

My colleague let us use the kitchen and canteen area, where a mixed group of Italian teachers
(cooks) and Turkish teachers (helpers) threw themselves into the preparation of “friselle” with
tomatoes, polenta and veal (Aosta valley preparation), tagliatelle with a Bolognese sauce, all
accompanied by abundant flakes of parmesan, not forgetting the favourite sweets of the Ionian
coast: the “sannacchiudd’r” and “cartedda’t”. It was a success, enthusiastically shared by a
representational group of students from the host school and some teachers from the “Ondokuz
Mayis” University, invited by Prof.ssa Kiziltan.
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Wednesday 11/01/2017: the meeting with the Magnificent Rector of the University of Samsun
Prof.ssa Kiziltan had carefully prepared the meeting at her “Ondokuz Mayis”University. We were
received early in the morning, in the large and modern office of the Magnificent Rector by the
Magnificent Rector Prof. Dr. Sait Bilgiҫ and by his gigantic Vice Rector Prof. Dr. Mehemet Kuran,
by the Rector’s Adviser Prof. Dr. Hὔsnὔ Demirsoy (who had participated the night before in the
Italian gastronomic dinner offered by us to the “Garip Zeycan” High School). We were introduced
by our friend, the Director of the School of Foreign Languages, Prof.ssa Dott.ssa Nalah Kiziltan,
while tea and Turkish coffee were placed on the table accompanied by the most welcomed locum.
Our delegation highlighted the importance of the Erasmus Plus Projects in progress and for the
future, which aim at creating a cultural cooperation between Turkey and Italy, as a model of
friendship between the two countries of the Mediterranean, in the framework of other similar
projects already set up with other European Countries.

The Aristosseno delegation received by the Magnificent Rector of the “Ondokuz Mayis” University of Samsun, Prof.
Dr. Sait Bilgiҫ, (in the centre) and the Vice Rector Prof. Dr. Mehemet Kuran (on the right) .

The Magnificent Rector expressed his desire to join in and share with our High School and
territory the actions to be taken in order to consolidate the knowledge of common cultural roots and
to develop relationships of collaboration, peace and the sharing of projects and educational
experiences. “The Turkish and the Italians are Mediterranean cousins –it is said- but they know
very little about each other”. We said goodbye, satisfied by having participated in an interesting
meeting also for possible future evolutions, without forgetting to thank – in the name of the
delegation- the Magnificent Rector for having allowed Prof.ssa Kiziltan to temporarily leave her
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The President of the Faculty of Foreign Languages at the “Ondokuz Mayis” University of Samsun Prof.ssa Nalan
Kiziltan

University tasks, useful not only for offering an excellent welcome, but also to guarantee an
indisputable added value to our Erasmus Plus Project. We went back by car down the long avenue
which lead from the Rector’s building to the large arch which marked the entrance/exit of the
“Ondokuz Mays” in order to go to the “Garip Zaycan” High Scool. While Prof.ssa Russo and
Prof.ssa Mafrica were immediately involved in the completion of their “job shadowing”, I took
advantage to find out more about the “Fatih” digital innovation Project with my tutor, Head
Teacher Prof. Tekin Karabulut . He informed me that the technological innovation Plan, which
concerned every school level, could be summed up in five actions: 1. The supply of tablets and
software, as well as network infrastructures, to all students and teachers; 2. The setting up of virtual
environments for learning for the management of the whole didactic process; 3. The creation,
together with national and international editors, of digital contents for learning which conform with
the study syllabus: disciplinary content, e-books and apps; 4. Continuous in service training for
teachers; 5. The development of a monitoring plan which enables the monitoring of progressive
steps of the project and the evaluation of the effects in the brief, medium and long term. I thanked
my colleague for the large amount of information that would have helped me to elaborate a precious
work of comparison between the Fatih Plan of the Turkish school and the PNSD of the Italian
school. We hardly had the time to have lunch in the middle of the filling in of forms summarising
our work and ministerial formats, drafting Europass and documents reporting the educational
experience. We finished late evening.
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Dinner in a typical restaurant with Turkish dishes, before the night view of the Park of the Amazzons in Samsun

We cordially said goodbye: they next morning we had to leave early for Istanbul. Our friends told
us that nevertheless, they would have also woken up very early in order to accompany us the airport
of Samsun. We were truly struck by such availability and friendship. During the return journey to
the hotel, after having stopped at a restaurant to taste the mercimek çorbasi ( soups- corbalartypically Turkish based on red lentils -mercimek-) we had time to make a brief evening stop off at
the Samsun Amazon Heykeli (Park of the Amazzons), where a gigantic Amazon war statue was
sided by two enormous lions in a large park along the seafront of the city. We stopped for a few
minutes pleasantly watching the full winter moon which ruled in the middle of a starry sky, shining
a cold and soft light over the great myths of the Mediterranean.

Thursday 12/01/2017: The Italian High School of Istanbul
The houses of the outskirts of Samsun passed quickly by through the windows of out car, as we
were on the way to the airport. We said goodbye to our dear friends Derya, Mehemet and Kenan,
with the promise that we would all try to create other occasions for study and knowledge, for us, for
our schools and for our territories. The presence of Prof.ssa Nalan, who was going to accompany us
also to Istanbul, made our aim more determined. At our arrival in Istanbul we found the hotel
shuttle which was waiting for us, due to good organisation. We reached the centre –with a beautiful
sunny day- a few metres from Sultanahmet Meydani square.. We just had enough time to unpack
and eat something quickly and we were ready to go to the Italian High School of Istanbul. At the
entrance, like in all the Turkish schools we had visited, there was a porter who had the task of
identifying the people who arrived and announcing them to the office. We crossed through the
courtyard, which was still quite full, like all the streets in Istanbul– of mounds of snow, left after the
abundant snowfall of a few days ago, which had created quite a few problems for mobility. We
were welcomed by the Head Teacher Prof. Massimo Di Segni, with whom we had an interesting
talk about the functioning and the organisation of the High School and more in general about
Turkish school systems. Our colleague told us that the High School had obtained official
recognition from the Turkish Ministry of Education with the denomination Özel Italyan Lisesi
(Special Italian High School), which he had been directing for the last six years and that it had been
attended more and more by Turkish students, many of which, at the end of their diploma,
subscribed to Italian Universities. To sum up, we were faced with a case of cultural incoming
towards Italy.
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The entrance to the Italian High School (Özel Italyan Lisesi) of Istanbul with commemorative plaques

The opportunity to speak to the Italian Head Teacher, with a lot of experience in Turkey, was too
great for it not to be recorded. The colleague agreed, on the condition that he could speak in Italian,
his native language which is always preferred when going into details, in order to reveal the
maximum level of knowledge on the subjects discussed. I told my colleague that I would have used
his interview both in the documentary phase of our training experience, as well as in the
dissemination phase of the Erasmus Plus Project results. The rest of our visit was dedicated to
visiting the school, its school goers and its facilities, including the secretarial office, where we were
struck by the linguistic abilities of the administrative assistents: they all spoke English and some of
them also Italian because they had been students of our Universities. We were also struck by the
commemorative plaques in Italian which remembered the visits of illustrious men (like that of the
President of the Italian Republic, Oscar Luigi) or special occasions. Leaving the High School, we
all inevitably felt the pleasure of when, being abroad, one has the occasion to speak his or her own
language.
Friday 13/01/2017: the Galatasaray High School of Istanbul, ancient Imperial School of the
Sultans
The long sleep, accompanied by the big breakfast, helped us to overcome the tiredness which had
started to build up. We had to go to the “Galatasaray” High School (in Turkish: Galatasaray Lisesi,
in French: Lycée de Galataseray) one of the oldest and most prestigious of all the High Schools in
Turkey, situated in the central area of Galata, the ancient medieval Genoese town.
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The large iron entrance gates of the Galatasaray High School in Istanbul

Having arrived in front of the High School, we entered through as ide entrance: the large iron
entrance gate, supported by four columns, was closed and could only be admired. We were met by
the deputy head teacher and taken, after having passed through a beautiful avenue which separated
the large iron gate from the entrance fo the school, to a staircase which lead to the upper floor.

The welcoming of the “Aristosseno” delegation in the Head Teacher’s Office in the “Galatasaray”High School
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We were accomodated in the large staff room for the Head Teacher’s collaborators, where the
Deputy Head gradually presented all the Head Teacher’s collaborators (one teacher for every 100
students): some of them spoke, apart from Turkish, French above all and then English and Italian. It
was the right occasion to reciprocally aquire useful and functional information about the way our
two High Schools work, also with regard to possible future exchanges. The colleagues informed us
of the opportunity of using, if school trips were to be planned, adequate welcoming areas: the
Galatasaray, in fact, through a boarding school system, was an efficient boarding school, capable
of housing students coming from all parts of Turkey. The Deputy Head, informed us that we were
ready to continue in our other meetings: we were first welcomed in the beautiful office of the
Administartive Director, and then we were kindly greeted by my colleague the Head Teacher,
Prof.ssa Maral Mercan, in a most elegant office, which was obviously part of an institutional
building in the past. We were asked to sit down while we were asked if we preferred cay (tea) or
coffee, in fluent Italian, by the Head Teacher, who had Italian relatives and who had lived in our
country for several years. In fact, the colleague told us, the Galatasaray was born in 1400, as an
Imperial School of Galata Palace, according to the will of the Sultan, with the task of training those
destined for Ottoman Empire administration. This explained the splendor of the building and its
furniture. Even today, the Galatasaray High School contributes to the training of the Turkish
managerial class: in order to go to the prestigious institute there is a complex selection which has
the task of verifying if the students have the right aptitude. The very syllabus studied gets the
students used to structured exams and tests, priviledged instruments of evaluation, also in view of
university access. The visit concluded with the strong motivation, shared by all, to deepen the
reciprocal knowledge between our two prestigious High Schools, excellences in their own
territories. The “Aristosseno” High School trips could be enriched by destinations on Turkish
territory. After a short stop at the hotel, we continued our work: we went to visit the cultural
Foundation “Cenan Eğitim, Kültür ve Sağlık Vakfı”, where the President of the Foundation, S.E.
Dr. Prof. Kenan Gürsoy, Emeritus Professor of Philosophy at Ankara University, one of the great
philosophical thinkers of Anatolian Sufi.

The President of the Cultural Foundation “Cenan Eğitim, Kültür ve Sağlık Vakfı”, S.E. Prof. Dr. Kenan Gürsoy,
and his Directors welcome the “Aristosseno” High School delegation: Library (on the left) and Museum particulars

We had met S.E. Kenan Gürsoy, in 2012 and we had hosted him the same year, with immense
pleasure, in our City of Taranto, on the occasion of the Rites of the Holy Week. A meeting which
was exchanged, a short time later, in his Embassy in Rome on the occasion of the 89° anniversary
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of the foundation of the Turkish Republic. Seeing him again in his Foundation, was for as and for
me, a great pleasure: he showed us the library of the Sufi Museum, a place of meditation and he told
us that the seat of the Foundation was once his family’s home. S.E. Gürsoy also told us that soon,
he had to preside a meeting on “Turkish Culture and Internationalisation” at the Cultural Centre
“Türk Ocaklari” Istanbul Subesi, a meeting in which Prof. Nalan Kiziltan had to give a talk, to
which we had been invited as guests of honour. We were flattered by the invitation which we
accepted with pleasure. The evening meeting was held in a theatre in the centre, with many young
people present: during Prof.ssa Kiziltan’s talk, in Turkish, we were invited by our unique friend to
briefly explain the story of our Italian-Turkish friendship, cultural and professional, which began
between our schools, the University and the Embassy and which had continued with the creation of
the Erasmus Plus KA1 Project which enabled us to be present there that evening. It was an example
of international dissemination of the experience which attracted great attention and great success
among the young people present, who loudly applauded us when we said “Eyvallah” (“Ciao,
Arrivederci”), at the end of our presentation. This goodbye also coincided with the end of our “job
shadowing” in Schools, Organisations, Institutions and Associations of Samsun and Istanbul. But it
wasn’t the end of our learning about the territory which we continued to deepen our knowledge of
by dedicating the next day, the last day before our departure.
Saturday 14/01/2017: the Turkish star of Istanbul
We dedicated the whole day getting to know the historical centre of Istanbul, an essential aspect to
understand the soul of the people and its genius loci. A day that we could dedicate only to a little
part of the thousand year old city, because of the brief time left in our stay. We decided to restrict
our visit to the area around Sultanahmet Meydani Square. We looked at this square as if it was the
centre of the Turkish star, the five points of which indicated an extraordinary space-time testimony
of the history of man: The Basilica of Saint Sofia (the large Church of Giustiniano), The Basilica
Cistern (Yerebatan Sarayi), the Blue Mosque and its square; the gardens of the ancient Roman
Hippodrome (Atmeydani) and Topkapi, the residence of the Sultans.

Basilica Cistern (Yerebatan Sarayi)

The Blue Mosque
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The large entrance door of the TopKapi, Palace of the Sultans The view of Santa Sofia from our hotel’s restaurant

Our human and professional experience of the Erasmus could have been further enriched by
collecting, among the myths and ancient heroes, suggestions of that “Mediterranean soul” which
has always directed our destiny and its results. To strengthen this conviction, I still keep with me
today that delicious gastronomic memory: of having tried, for the first time, köfte, typical Turkish
meatballs made with minced meat and spices, which I savoured in their raw version, wrapped in a
lettuce leaf. If I could have accompanied them with some Primitivo of Manduria Dloce Naturale
DOCG, I would have materially enriched , even more, my “Mediterranean soul”.

Sunday 15/01/2017
A comfortable return flight, boarding at 11:00 from Istanbul airport. We watched the incredible
departures of the Turkis planes, which were lined up on the runways just a short distance from one
to the other –in long lines- waiting for their turn to take off: each plane had just enough time to take
off when the next one was ready to take flight. We experienced first hand that Istanbul, with the
completion of its third airport, would also become the Capital of the skies. We said goodbye to Prof.
Nalan Kiziltan, our unique tutor and tutelary deity: while we were returning to the city “that was
once of Falanto the Spartan”, Nalan was soon going to get her plane from there to go back to
Samsun, “the city that was once of the Amazzons”. Distant histories of a common one “the
Mediterranean soul” that the Erasmus had helped us to remember.
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